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Abstract

A number of astrophysically important mean

lives of levels in carbon, nitrogen and oxygen

have been measured with the beam-foil technique.

We report new values and a comparison With

earlier theoretical and ex perimental values.

Direct references to astrophysical applications

are listed.

Subject headings: atomic processes - transition

probilities - ultraviolet: spectra
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I. INTRODUCTION

We used the beam- foil technique (Bashkin 1973) to measure mean lives of

some states of highest astrophysical interest including those giving spectral

lines that are very weak. The results of our measurements are given in

Tables 1-3.

Many of the mean lives have been measured previously by others, but as

mentioned in a summary of transition probabilities made by Morton and Smith

(1973), there are many important lines for which the transition probabilities

have never been measured or calculated or for which large uncertainties exist.

Many transitions of atomic species are worthy of careful further study by

appropriate methods. Attempts should be made to get accuracies within 5%.

Comparisons with other experimental methods are essential, especially in the
i

	f	 case where the data must have very high accuracy to be of real value.

Our high-resolution spectrometer, good statistical data, and the beam-foil

method for measuring mean lives directly permitted a re-examination of many

mean lives measured previously.

All of our results are compared with those from earlier work where

possible.

The accuracy of our mean - life measurements is better than 5%, except

for those determined from very weak transitions, for which greater uncertain-

ties are expected. The uncertainties of the long-lived cascade mean lives are 200

or more, whereas a blending " cascade" can be measured as accurately as the main

component.

II. IMPORTANCE OF THE RESULTS WITH

RESPECT TO ASTROPHYSICS

Each mean life measured has astrophysical significance as indicated by

the listing in the last column titled "Astrophysical Reference" in Tables 1-3.

Spectral lines studied were selected from those obtained from "Skylark"

IJ
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rocket, sounding rocket, Copernicus satellite (OAO spacecraft), OSO-4,

r	 OSO-5, and OSO-6 satellites.

Applications are made to problems involving the interstellar medium,

circumstellar envelopes of giant stars, the solar atmosphere, solar corona,

solar limb, planetary nebulae, the intergalactic medium, and quasistellar

sources, and the Bowen resonance-fluorescence process.

In preparation for this detailed study, a number of modifications,

special procedures and internal checks were developed in order to keep un-

certainties as low as possible. We will discuss the various parts of the

experimental system in detail.

Target Chamber

A target chamber of typical beam-foil design was * used for photoelectric

wavelength and mean-life measurements. Mean-life data were taken by continu-

ously moving the foil in synchronization with a multichannel analyzer and a

PDP computer. The beam emerging from the analyzing magnet first passed

through a small aperture and then entered the slit stabilization system con-

nected to the accelerator voltage regulator to maintain a constant beam particle

energy. The beam then passed through a 5 mm diameter circular entrance aperture

in front of the foil and through one of 24 self-supporting carbon foil targets

mounted in a rotatable target wheel. The beam terminated in an electron-

suppressed Faraday cup which collected and measured the beam current.

The foil carriage was driven by a stepping motor synchronized with a

multichannel analyzer. A set number of motor steps determined by a frequency

generator during a set time interval moved the foil an exactly known distance.

A dwell time interval on the computer related a distance interval in the target

chamber to an equivalent number of channels. Thus every channel number was

related to an exact foil position in the target chamber. The uncertainty of

. , juGTf1T1 ra OF THE
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foil position was less than 1.0 mm,

The target chamber was blackened to avoid internal reflections which

have been shown to give saurious signals in some parts of the decay curve

(Chupp, Dotchin and Pegg 1968; Bickel 1974b). Random reflections which

contribute to background noise have been eliminated (Bickel 1974b).

Spectrometer

A McPherson 0.5 m Seya-Namioka vacuum UV scanning monochromator and a

Jarrell-Ash model 78-751, 1 m, 15 0 Robin mount vacuum UV scanning spectrometer

were used in these experiments. The Seya-Namioka system arrangement has been

discussed by Bickel (1967, 1968a, 1968b). The Robin mount normal incidence

system is used in the same way. The entrance slit was illuminated with light

from a slice of the beam which could be as small as 1.0 mm in length. Motorized

rotation of the grating provided a wavelength scan which was calibrated by

comparison with a Fe-Ne standard wavelength source. For mean-life measurements,

the foil was driven by a stepping motor synchronized to the multichannel analyzer

recording system. The intensity as a function of distance downstream from the

foil was measured by keeping the entrance slit of the spectrometer fixed while

moving the foil downstream and upstream. With the grating and slits set to

observe a single spectral line, the intensity I(x) at position x downstream

from the foil is related to the decays of excited atomic states by the relation

I(x) = i^l I i exp (-a i ^)
M o

(1)

O

where I i is the intensity at the foil due to the spontaneous radiative decay
	 r

of excited state i, a i is the reciprocal of the mean life of excited state,

and v is the beam particle velocity.
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In comparison, the Robin mount gives better wavelength resolution

e	 o
(FWHM = 1.5 A) than the Seya -Namioka, (FWHM = 3.0 A), but the Seya-Namioka,

operating closer to grazing incidence, is more sensitive at the lower wave-
O	 O

lengths X300A - SODA not accessible with the Robin mount. The two spectro-

meters, each with interchangeable gratings, therefore complement each other

00to give a useful wavelength range from X300A to 5000A.

Computer	 .

Computers were used to take data and analyze the mean-life data. A

teletype-controlled PDP-9 manufactured by the Digital Equipment Corporation

(DEC) was part of the data-acquisition system. Intensities were recorded on

a linear scale which could be converted to a log scale in both the memory

storage and screen display. The digital log storage could be plotted directly

on semilog stripchart paper which made initial analysis easy and accurate,

and permitted good initial guesses of-slopes and intercepts for the final

computer fit of all decay curves. The log display was also convenient for

on-line monitoring of the decay curve during the data-taking procedure.

Cascades and Extraction of Mean Lives

In mean-Life measurements, most of the spectral lines are cascaded or

blended decays whose effects and corrections have been discussed by many

authors (e.g., Bickel 1968b; Curtis et al. 1970; Wiese 1970). The level

population is governed by the differential equation

dN
dti = -Ni I Aif +	 Nj(t)Aji	 (2)

f<i	 >i

The level i is depopulated to lower level f, but is repopulated by cas-

cades from higher level j, and the mean life of this state is given by



Eq. (2) can be solved for Ni.

the intensity decay curve can be ex pressed as the sum of several ex-

ponentials (blending is included)

-x /VT
I^= Fan e n n +b	 (4)

n

where an and b are constants. The quantities an ,Tn , and b are approximately

determined initially by a graphical method and then given to the computer,

along with the decay curve data, where a least-squares fit was used to do

algebraic analysis. A program was written to find parameters which minimize

the function

i  
{Y	 Ybs _ cal }2

Wi	
(5)

where 
Yobs 

is the observed quantity and W i the statistical weight attributed

to the point (Y
obs , Yial), but

cal	 -xi/vTi

Yi	
=	 a i e	 + b	 (6)

i

Yial 
is a function of x i . In the program, a i , T i , and b are all determined

when the curve is fitted to one, two, or three exponentials with or without

a constant background.

All decay curves have been studied over a distance downstream from the

foil far enough to assure good coverage of the long-lived cascading processes.
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Generally every decay was followed into the noise of the photomultlplier

or to the maximum distance (30 cm) allowed in the target chamber. Each decay

curve contained at least 10 data points and was studied . at a number of dif-

ferent incident particle energies in order to obtain good statistics and to

assess the importance of blends and cascades which are energy-dependent.

Signal Averaging

The main advantage of a multichannel analyzer is the ability to do

signal averaging. The fime for the foil to make one upstream and downstream

sweep can be made very short in comparison with the foil lifetime (the time

it takes before a foil is destroyed). In our system, 90 points in a one-way

decay-measurement usually took less than one minute. Foils lasted from three

minutes to as long as 2 hours depending on the energy', current, and atomic

number of the beam particles.

By averaging, beam.fluctu;tions, foil-aging effects (Bickel 1974), and

different foil thickness variations were reduced in importance since the

same conditions were well distributed over many channels and over many sweeps.

Since the foil-aging effect exists even in a one-direction sweep of the

foil, we recorded both the downstream moving and the upstream moving foil

sweeps independently. The counts in the channels taken during downstream

moving and upstream moving are always slightly different. However, these

foil aging effects which contribute to incorrect mean lives were eliminated

by adding the downstream and upstream sweeps together before computer analysis.

Edge Effects At the Foil and Special Decays

Foil movement downstream, beyond the slit observation position gives

channels which do not contain accurate information (true number of counts)

about the early part of the decay. In fact, backscattering (Bashkin 1968b;

Olz	 _`; iE
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Bickel 1968a) can add intensities to some channels as the foil moves beyond

the slit position, which makes intensity measurements "at the foil" more

complicated. Both effects occur at the slit end of the-decay curve. Without

backscattering the length of the decay that is affected depends on the exact

length of the beam observed and the exact foil location. The number of in-

complete channels representing this early decay can be calculated giving the

exact slit position and location of the first true intensity channel. When

backscattering contributes to the intensity, the number of incomplete channels

is unknown and the exact slit position is more difficult to define. Incomplete

channels can be confused with special decays (Denis et al. 1968; Ceyzeriat,et al.

1970; Poulizac, Druetta and Ceyzeriat 1971). For example, observing a 5 mm

section of the beam and taking 90 beam points to measure a fast decay over a

distance of s cm, gives 0.33 mm per channel. This arrangement will give 15-21

incomplete channels (corresponding to the foil moving beyond the slit position

2.5 - 4.5 mm) if backscattering is included. The initial part of the decay

curve near t= 0 will have a distorted shape which could be interpreted incorrectly

as a "special decay".

In order to differentiate incomplete channels from special decays, we

eliminated backscattering effects by masking the radiation coning from the

upstream side of the fail. This gave a much steeper curve in the incomplete

channel region near the foil, and permitted the exact location of the foil

(x=0, t=0 point) to be determined. This technique completely blocks the

backscattered light from the detector permitting accurate dark current and

noise measurements.

Backlash of the foil holder at the starting end of the decay curve was

eliminated by running a complete set-up sweep with the multichannel analyzer

o, before starting the measurement. With backlash and backscattering under
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control, the only factors giving incomplete channels are the channel separation

(channels per mm in target chamber) and the beam section observed. However,

these can be determined exactly from the geometry of the system.

The net result of the above precautions and special procedures were

obvious. The data were reproducible from run to run, foil to foil, and they

were free of spurious effects that gave incorrect mean lives in the past.

All mean lives reported here have been measured several times at several

incident particle energies to keep track of energy-dependent effects such as

line blending, energy loss, cascades, foil aging, and Rutherford scattering.

Data for each mean life were accumulated often using as many as 24 foils

making sure none were defective or broken at any time. The geometry of the

grating-slit-beam-foil arrangement was exactly known and reproducible for each

decay. By masking the grating, the length of beam observed could be varied

from a section as small as 1 mm to one as large as 5 mm, giving a time

resolution in the target chamber as small as 0.2 nsec. A cascade free mean life

as short as 0.10 nsec could easily be measured.

Data for each decay curve were accumulated until statistics were good

enough to give reproducible fits to all components of the decay. This pro-

cedure turned up cascades in virtually all decays measured. Even though previous

measurements of a particular mean life have been done with the same technique,

and often with the same or identical apparatus, our refinements have re-emphasized

the importance of cascades and their effects on the data. Our experiments could

easily resolve two mean lives differing by only 25%. In many cases it was

easy to measure the three components of a decay curve and detect a fourth.

Of course this depended on the relative intensity of the components at the t=0

point and their decay constants. However, many of the cascade contributions

were finally verified by energy dependent studies where at lower energies
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two components would dominate a third weak component, whereas at higher

energies, the relative contribution of the components would change. These

studies were made being fully aware of the cascade problem. Therefore, we

made special efforts to obtain the best decay curves that could be obtained

by the beam-foil technique.

III. MEAN LIVES IN CARBON

Two mean lives in C II were measured. The line at X9041 (2s
2 2p

2Po -

2s2p2 2P) has yielded from beam-foil measurements the mean life of the

2s2p2 
3P 

level: 0.32 t 0.03 ns (Heroux 1969), 0.34 t 0.04 ns (Pegg, Dotchin

and Chupp 1970), 0.25 ns (Poulizac and Buchet 1971), and our value of 0.30 ns.

Poulizac and Buchet's (1971) is the only one fitted into three cascade com-

ponents. C:11 are a little higher than and in good agreement with the theoretical

value quoted by Wiese, Smith, and Glennon (1966), 0.24 ± 0.12 ns; the value

calculated by the method of superposition of configurations (Weiss 1967)

0.24 t 0.06 ns; and the value calculated by (including electron correlation)

Westhaus and Sinanollu (1969) 0.25 ns.

Our result, 0.48 ns at the line of X1037A (2s
2
 2p22P° - 2s2p2 2S), is in

fair agreement with those of Poulizac and Buchet (1971), 0.41 ns; and Heroux

(1969), 0.45 ± 0.03 ns; and the calculations of Weiss (1967), 0.43 ± 0.11 ns;

and Westhaus and SinanoM u (1969) 0.44 ns.

Three mean lives in C III were measured. The calculations of Pfennig,

Steele, and Irefftz (1965) are by the Roothanan version of the Hartree-Fock

method. For triplet transitions the results seem fairly reliable, while for

singlet transitions there are large deviations. Comparisons of upper level

mean lives of the singlet transition 2s 2 1 S - 2s2p 1 P° at A977A and the

triplet transition 2s2p 
3
P° - 2p2 

3P 
at A1176A are shown in Table I. Our
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experimental results match the lower of the theoretically-calculated values,
Q

For the upper level of the transition 2s2p 1 Po - 2p^ I S at Al247A the

theor -tical mean-life value is higher than our experimental value,

IV. MEAN LIVES IN NITROGEN
e

The mean life of the upper level in the N I transition at A964A

(2p3 4S0 - 2p24s 4P) was measured for the first time. No calculated theoreti-

cal value is available in the literature. It was needed for the abundance

determination in the interstellar cloud, circumstellar shells and clouds

in the direction of quasars (Morton and Smith 1973).

The a1135A transition (2s 22p3 4 s - 2s2p4 4P) of N I has been studied

by Smith et al. (1970) and Berry et al. (1971) by using the beam-foil method

and by Lawrence and Savage (1966) by the phase-shift method (mean life

7.2 t 0.7 ns). All their results are cascade-free. Our measurement which

paid detailed attention to the early decay showed a cascade-affected decay

and yielded a transition probability twice their values, but close to those values

obtained from theoretical calculations by Wiese et al. (1966) and Weiss (1967).

There were several calculations of the transition probability of the

resonance line at a1135A (2s 2 2p 3 4 S - 2s2p4 4P). In comparison with the

beam-foil results of the values of Berry et al. (1971) and Smith et al. (1970),

all the calculations are higher than experimental values. Westhaus and Sinano§lu's

(1969) value is twice as high as theirs; Varsa y sky (1961), using a screened

Coulomb potential, produced an even higher result. On the other hand, with

the cascade correction, our value for the transition probability is twice as

high as the value of Berry et al. (1971) and Smith et al. (1970) and is very

close to the latest calculation (Westhaus and Sinanoglu 1969).

The transition at 11200A was attributed to the 2p 3 4 S - 2a23s 4P transition

of N I. Berry gt Al. (1971) made the first beam-foil measurement of the upper
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level. We found quite good agreement with their value which was cascade-free,

while ours was not.

There are several results of experiments other than the beam-foil tech-

niques: Labuhn (1965), by using the stabilized arc burning, got 2.8 x 10 8 sec-1;

and Lawrence and Savage (1966), by using phase shift, got 4.0 x 10 8 sec-1.

The theoretical calculations of Kelly and Armstrong (1962) using analytical

Hartree-Fock wave functions yielded results different from the above-mentioned

experiment by a factor of 1/2 or 1/3.

The N 11 transition at X671A (2p2 3p - 2p3s 3Po )
 
has three previous

beam-foil measurements (Heroux 1967; Smith et al. 1970; and Buchet et al.

1972) and one phase-shift measurement (Hesser and Lutz 1968), 0.9 t 0.2 ns.

All stated that the decay curve was a two-cascade component and all found a

mean life of the upper level higher than the theoretical value given by Wiese

et al. (1966).

Our experiment gave a three-cascade components decay curve and the

f
main transition with mean life lower than the theoretical value given by

Wiese et al. (1966). We suspect the transition oivinq the mean life 0.34 ns to

be affected b y biendinq since there is a blended transition of N II 2D2 3P -

2D3s $ Po , at a671A also, which was predicted by Kelly and Palumbo (1973, p.30).

The upper level of the transition of N ii -(2s22p2 1 D - 2s2p3 1 Do ) at
O

a776A was found to have a mean life higher than the theoretical calculations

of Wiese et al. (1966), 0.20 ns; of Westhaus and Sinanoglu (1969), 0.9 ns,

and of Hesser and Lutz (1968 11 phase-shift technique which was cascade free, 0.2 ns.

Our result is in agreement with the two earlier beam-foil measurements.

The upper level of the transition (2s 22p2 3P - 2s2p 3Po ) at 1916A has a

mean life of 0.82 ns, the same value as Smith et al. (1970), and both were

analyzed for ca:.cades. Heroux (1967) gave a mean life of 0.96 ns for this level
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and stated that the decay curve was a single exponential. Hesser and Lutz

(1968), on the other hand, found a mean life of 0.4 ns in the presence of

cascading. We can see from this example, that neglecting cascades gives a

mean life higher than the true value. The recent calculation of Westhaus and

Sinanoglu (1969) gives a predicted mean life (0.86 ns) that is in very good

agreement with our result and that of Smith et al.(1970) and is considerably

superior in accuracy to the results quoted by Wiese et al. (1966).

All calculations and experimental results except the result quoted by

Wiese et al. (1966) were found to be in good agreement with regard to the N II

transition 2s
2
 2p23P - 2s2p3 

30o 
at

0
X1085;. Westhaus and Sinanoglu', calcula-

tion (19131 gave a mean life of 2.88 ns. Lawrence and Savage's phase-shift

technique (1966) gave 2.7 t 0.3 ns and was cascade free. Our experiment gave

a decay c;r7~: ;hat fits two cascade components with a main mean life of 2.70 ns.

Other beam-foil measurements either cascade-free (Heroux 1967; Smith et al.

1970; Buchet et al. 1972) or "deduced cascade" (Berry et al. 19711 gave a mean

life higher than the phase-shift value and our results.

The upper level decay times of the N III resonances at X686; (2s 22p 2P° -

2s2p2 2P) and at X991; (2s 22p 2Po - 2s2p2 20) have been previously measured by

Heroux (1967) and Bucher et al. (1972), using the beam-foil technique. Our

result with main mean life 0.22 ns, and an extensive study of three cascade
4

components fitting the X686A, confirmed the result of Buchet et al. Heroux'

result (1967) of the reso ►i^ince at X991A, cascade-free, gave mean life value a

little higher than ours.

The levels decaying via the transitions (2s 2 1 S - 2s2p 1 Po ) at X923; of

N IV gave mean lives in good agreement with earlier experimental studies

(Heroux 1967; Buchet et al. 1072).
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V.	 MEAN LIVES IN OXYGEN (INCLUDING BOWEN LEVELS)

=-

O

The line at X644A is a blend of the 0 II and 0 1II transition,

2s22p3 2P°- 2s2p4 2S and 2s2p3 
3Po_ 

2s22p3p 3S.	 The beam-foil measurement

of Martinson et al. (1971) gave a mean life 0.23 ± 0.03 ns, for the upper level

which was corrected for cascade. 	 The cascade mean life was not shown but was

attributed to a level in 0 II.	 Our measurement gave a main mean life 0.23 ns

which can be attributed in 0 II and "cascade" 2.95 ns which can be attributed

to the level in 0 III.

For the 0 II transition, our results are in fair agreement with W'esthaus

and Sinanoglu's calculation (1969) 0.21 ns.	 The value given by Wiese et al.

(1966) of 0.14 ns, is lower than our value. 	 The 0 III transition is not listed

- by Wiese et al.	 (1966) and Kelly and Palumbo (1973).	 Nussbaumer's (1969) cal-

- culation gave 2.28 ns, Berry et al. 	 (1970) 2.9 ns, and Cardon et al. 	 (1975)

-	 g
2.81 ± 0.07 ns.	 Our result gave 2.95 ns through blended line measurement.

The 0 1II 2p 2 3P - 2p3s 3P° transition at X374A was previously studied

by Pinnington et al. 	 (1971) who measured a mean life of 0.30 ns for the upper

level.	 Our measurement gave 0.37 ns for the mean life of the main component

of the three cascade components detected. 	 Both values are higher than the

theoretical	 value 0.26 ns (Wiese et al.1966).

There are two calculations of the transition probability of the resonance

line at A508A (2s
2
 2p23P - 2s2p 3 3S°).	 The theoretical value of Wiese et al.

(1966) is 150 x 108 sec -1 , which implies a mean life of 0.067 ns. 	 Westhaus

and Sinanollu gave 140 x 108 sec -1 , which implies a mean life of 0.072 ns.

This mean life was apparently too short `o be determined in our experiment.

Pinnington et al. reported that they had masked the grating to get this very

short mean life.

There are three previous beam-foil studies of the line at X526A (2s
2
 2p21 D -

2s22p3 1 P°), whose upper level	 has theoretical mean life 0.10 ns.	 All	 three

R:TnUrT, T- ' 	 Ci THE
s POOR
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values and our results are higher than the theoretical value.

The strong line at a599A is a blend of two 0 III multiplets 2s 22p 2 1 S -

2s2p3 1 Po and 2s22p2 1D - 2s2p3 
1
D°. The theoretical values of the mean

lives of the upper levels given by Wiese et al, are 0.48 ns and 0.15 ns

respectively. The recent theoretical values (Westhaus and Sinanoglu 1969)

are 0.51 ns and 0.26 ns. Our decay curve yielded the lifetimes of 0.21, 0.56,

and 4.9 ns. The 0.21 ns and 0.56 ns can be attributed to the upper levels of

the transitions 2s242 1D - 2s2p 3 1 D° and 2s
2
 2p
21

S - 2s2p3 1 P°, respectively,

and they are in fair agreement with the above mentioned theoretical values.

The measurement of Pinnington et al. (1971) also yielded three cascade com-

ponents which can be attributed to the same transitions; however, their mean

lives are slightly higher than ours.

The 0 III transition 2s2p 3 3D° - 2s22p3p 
3P 

at X574A was listed by Kelly

and Palumbo (1973) but not by Wiese et al. (1966). It is very weak and its

upper level mean life has not been measured or calculated before. Our result

gave a mean life of 7.56 ns.for the upper level and the transition was cascade

free.

The mean lives of the Bowen levels of 0 III were very carefully measured.

The results of Cardon et al. (1975) were obtained by using a stationary foil

measurement. Our results were obtained by using continuously-moving foil

measurement.

O

The 0 III transition at A644A was blended with 0 II as was pointed out

C

in the previous discussion of the 0 II transition at a644A. Cardon et al.

(1975),-by using differe , ^ energies in the 6 MV Van de Graaff accelerator,

got different decay constants at different energies: 2.76 ns at 1.55 MeV

and 2.40 ns at 3.0 MeV. For the transitions of the 3s 
3P2,1,0 - 3p 3S1

00multiplet, the mean lives of the upper levels at A3341A, a3312A, and the "spurious"
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mean lives (Berry et Al. 1970) of the 3d 3P° levels at A3133A and 3122A compare

favorably with our values.

VI. CONCLUSION

In Smith's article (1973), "Oscillator Strengths of Astrophysical Interest

for Lifetime Data", the importance of knowledge of the chemical abundances in

the sun and stars was discussed. However, for many elements, there is an un-

certainty of a factor of ten or more in the abundance (Withbroe 1971). Much

of this uncertainty could be resolved, if accurate absolute f-values were

available for these elements.

For r imple, the Bowen fluorescence mchanism has been investigated by

many authors (Bowen 1928; Nussbaumer 1969; Weyman and Williams 1969; Berry

et al. 1970; Weiss 1970; Harrington 1972; Cardon et al. 1975) regarding the

discrepancy in experimentally measured and theoretically determined f-values

The beam-foil mean-life measurements support this conflict between experiment

and theory. The discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental results

can not be considered resolved at this time.

There were many cases in which our detailed measurements of decay curves

turned up cascades where others saw none. The cascades that did affect those

lines and decays were not detected in the early experiments because those

experiments were not accurate enough. In our experience, the cascade-free

case (or non-linear decay case) is rare; possibly there are only two or

three out of 100 mean lives measured. Because of the missing cascades in

earlier experiments which we have seen in ours, many mean lives reported are

higher than their true values.
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a

Listed (R)
Energy This work

Transition Observed Upper
Ion See Footnote a	 (f -	 i) (MeV) Level Cascades

C II 904.09 2s22p 2P - 2s2p2 2P 0.52 0.30# 2.3

C II 1036.8 2s22p 2Po- 2s2p2 2S 1.10 0.48 # 6.4

C III 977.026 2s2 1S - 2s2p l Po 1.01 0.50 # 6.4

C III 1175.7 2s2p 3P° - 2p2 3P 1.15 0.77 # 1.93

C III 1247.37 2s2p 1po - 2p2 
1S

1.15 0.56 # 4.0

Mean Lives (10- 9sec)
Other BF Experiments Theory ^Astro-

See Footnotes: See. Footnotes: physical
a (^)	 b	 c	 d	 e	 f a g'	 h	 _ i	 Reference

904.09	
+0.34*	

0.25**	
+0.32**

_0.04	 _0.03 0.24t 0.25	 0.240.24
tt j,k

1036.8	 0.41* 0.91t 0.44tt 0.43
tt j,l,m

±0.03

a Wiese, Smith, and Glennon ( 1966).	 j Burton and Ridgeley (1970).

b Pegg, Dotchin, and Chupp (1970).	 k Dupree et al. (1973).

c Poulizac and Buchet (1971). 	 1 Morton and Smith (1973).

d Heroux (1969).	 m Bahcall and Wolf (1968).

e Poulizac, Druetta, and Ceyzeriat (1971). * Decay curve corrected for cascades,

f Martinson and Bickel (1970).	
two components.

y Westhaus and Sinanoglu (1969).

h Weiss (1967).

i Pfennig, Steele, and Trefftz (1965).

** Decay curve corrected for cascades,
three components.

t Uncertainty larger than 50%

tt Uncertainty within 250.

ttt Uncertainty within 50%.

# Uncertainty s 5%.
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Li ted
Transition

Energy
Observed

This
Upper

work

Ion	 ) (f -	 i) (MeV) Level Cascades

N I 964.4a
2p3 4S0 - 2p24s 4P 0.40 1.04## 5.90,31.2

N I 1134.6b
2s22p3 4 s -

2s2p4
4P

0.40 3.18# 9.25

f

N I 1199.9b 2p3 4S0 - 2p2 3s 4P 0.40 2.27# 52.9

N II 671.48b
2p2 3P - 2p3s 3P

0
1.03 0.69## 0.34,9.71

N Il' 775.957b 2s22p2 1 0 - 2s2p3 1 D
0

1.02 0.52# 2.52

N II 916.34b 2s22p2 3P - 2s2p3 3D
0

1.10 0.82# 8.40

N II 1085.1 2s22p2 3P - 2s2p3 3D
0

1.01 2.70# 7.30

N III 685.71 b 2s22p 2P0 - 2s2p2 2P 1.09 0.22## 0.95,8.23

N III 990.98b 2s22p 2P0 - 2s2p2 2D 1.00 1.52## 2.90

N IV 765.14b 2s2 1 S - 2s2p 1 
P

1.50 0.50# 4.23

N IV 923.15b 2s2p 3
P0 - 2p2 

3P 1.50 0.60# 2.77

Mean Lives	 (10-9sec)
Other BF Experiments Theory Astro-

Li ted See footnote: See footnote: physical
() _ d e f b p	 h	 i Reference

964.4 j

1134.6 7.4 ± 0.4 7.0 ± 0.2	 4.351 3.6	 0.55 j,k,l

1199.9 2.4 ± 0.1	 1.85t 6.5 j,k,l,m

671.48

775.957

916.34

1085.1

685.71

990.98

765.14

923.15

0.32*

0.60*

0.77*

3.2

0.22**

2.2*

0.53*

0.65*

1.01 ± 0.15*

0.96 ± 0.05

2.92 ± 0.15

0.17 ± 0.03

2.40 ± 0.24

0.70 ± 0.05*

1.08 ± 0.09*

0.70 ± 0.07*

0.82 ± 0.06*

0.92 ± 0.17

0.77tt

0.20tt 0.28

0.56tt 0.86

1.75tt 2.9

0.42t 0.18

1.37tt 2.1

0.42t

0.59t

k

1
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Table 2 (continued)

(Footnotes)

a Kelly and Palumbo (1973).

b Wiese, Smith, and Glennon (1966).

c Buchet, Poulizac, and Carrel (1972).

d Heroux (1967).

e Smith et al. (1970).

f Berry et al. (1971)

g Westhaus and Sinanoglu (1969).

h Varsaysky (1961)

i Kelly and Armstrong (1962)

j Morton and Smith (1973).

k Burton and Ridgeley (1970).

1 Dupree et al. (1973).

m Morton et al. (1973).

n Smith (1972).

o Bahcall and Wolf (1968).

* Decay curve corrected for cascades,
two components.

** Decay curve corrected for cascades,
three components.

t Uncertainty within 50%.

tt Uncertainty larger than 50%.

#	 Uncertainty :r- 5%,

## Uncertainty > 5%.

.
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` Table 3 20
Merin Lives in Oxygen (Including Bowen Levels)

Listed
Energy This Work

Transition Observed Upper
Ion X) (f i) (MeV) Level Cascades.

0 iI 644.149a 2s 2p3 	Po - 2s2p	 S 1.00 0.23#

0 III 644. b 2s2p3 3 P - 2s22p3p 3S 2.95

O I1I 374.12a 2p2 3P - 2p3s 3P
0

1.02 0.370 2.0,9.2-

O I1I 507.93a 2s22p2 3P - 2s2p3 3S
0

1.03 0.1801 1.85

O III 52,.79,a 2s22p2 1 D - .2s2p3 1 P
0

1.00 0.21# 2.24

597.888a 2s22p2 1S -
2s2p3 1P0

0 III
599.598

a 2	 2 1
2s 2p	 D -

3 1 0
2s2p	 D

1.00 0.21## 4.9,0.56

0 III 574.065b 2s2p3 3 D - 2s22p3p 3P 1.05 7.56#

0 III 3132.86a 2p3p 3S - 2p3d 
3 

P 
o

1.00 2.02# 15.3

0 III 3121.71 a 2p3p 3S - 2p3d 
3P2

1.00 2.12# 19.0

0 III 3340.74a 2p3s 3 
P

2p3p 
3S

1.00 3.90# 11.8

0 III 3312.30a 2p3s 3P9 - 2p3p 3S 1.00 2.65# 13.6

Mean Lives (10 9sec)
X Other BF Experiments T eorystro-

L's ted See Footnote: See Footnote:	 physical
(	 \ r a n f n	 1, i	 2 i	 Dnfaranra

0.261

	

0.105±0.012	 0.061} 0.072

	

0.134±0.013	 0.101

0.481 0.51

0.151 0.26

Wiese, Smith, and Glennon (1966).

Kelly and Palumbo (1973).

Pinnington, Lin, Kernahan and Irwin (1971).

Cardon, Leavitt, and Chang (1975).

Martinson et al. (1971).

Berry, Bickel, and Martinson (1970).

Heroux (1968).

Druetta and Poulizac (1969).
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Table 3 (continued)

i Druetta, Poulizac, and Dufay (1971).

3 Westhaus and Sinanoglu (1969).
k Dupree et al. (1973).

1 Morton and Smith (1973).

m Burton and Ridgeley (1970).

n Bowen (1928).

* Decay curve corrected for cascades, two components.

** Decay curve corrected for cascades, three components.

t Uncertainty larger than 50%.

tt Uncertainty within 25%.

#	 Uncertainty :r. 5%.

## Uncertainty > 5%.

F	 .

F
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